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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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This is one of the best games I've ever played! There is an interesting and challenging campaign with rich storyline and amazing
dialogues. And though Masters of the Broken Worlds and Imperium have some potential, they are far too bugged to play, while
this one gives you almost everything there is in Eador without any problems. 10/10. The first few fights you get into are either
you getting destroyed by the enemy when they crit you or you doing no damage because their team takes no damage from
anything other than a crit. I spent the better part of an hour trying to make sense of the tutorial and try to find a team that doesn't
get one shot the second I go into combat.. Don't touch this game with a 10 foot pole. Its really terrible I remember picking this
up for $1 during a sale, what a regret.. this game is trash and what really ruins it it's the goddamn countdown timer. With a 90%
discount.. this is ok as an 'achievements stock'.
Plus, I remembered some Sega classics such as Battletoads & Double Dragon (level 4) and Michael Jackson's Moonwalker (very
last level) while playing this. It was nothing but fun.
Little hint (I believe): You can score "enemy kills" by destroying asteroids.
Thank you.. Very good, checked for drivers that there would be no way to manually update. Arcade mode is similar enough to
Ghosts and Goblins to be enjoyable. I have a lot of games to play, but for now I think it deserves a positive review at least for
Arcade mode.

It's worth getting if you like platformers.
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Thumbs down for the cemetary.. Very nice game man keep up the good work!!. The Optimization is pretty trash but, fun game!
play with it some friends XD. Hello there. I was on a Quick Drive run from Glasgow Central -> Paisley Gilmour St on the
Glasgow Central - Airport Route last night and noticed that you have used the Continental Europe\/American higher pantograph
than the low pantograph.

The higher pantograph is half about way up the overhead wire, whereas with the lower pantograph, this should be against the
low overhead wire.

(DTG) I hope this isn't difficult to fix?

I would like hear what other users think about this?. Name one other game where you can race around a farm attacking your
enemies with cow pats AND shotguns.

EXACTLY. I LOVE RACING 'ROUND THE FARM.. the first "real" farming simulator - in my opinion
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